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Phase contrast imaging (PCI) is one of the powerful techniques to measure turbulences in 

magnetically confined plasma. PCI can measure electron density fluctuation with excellent 

sensitivity by converting small phase variation to small intensity variation giving /2 phase 

shift between scattered and non-scattered component. 10.6m CO2 laser and liquid nitrogen 

cooled HgCdTe multi-channel detector array are usually used. In order to get spatial 

resolution along the beam axis, the magnetic shear technique is applied. The magnetic shear 

technique makes use of turbulence characteristics and magnetic shear. The former has a 

strong asymmetry in the parallel and perpendicular directions of the magnetic field. This 

results in turbulence propagation to perpendicular direction to the magnetic field. The latter is 

spatial change of the magnetic field direction. Since the magnetic field direction is known 

from the equilibrium calculation, the location of the turbulence can be obtained from the 

propagation direction of the turbulence. In two-dimensional phase contrast imaging (2D-PCI), 

line integrated two-dimensional pictures of turbulence are measured by two-dimensional 

detector array. Spatial Fourier transform of a turbulence picture decomposes the turbulences 

in the direction of propagation. Then, a location of a turbulence is determined from the 

location of magnetic field which is perpendicular to the turbulence propagation. 

In 2D-PCI for LHD utilizes 6x8=48 channels 2D-detector. However, spatial and wavenumber 

resolutions are not excellent in the present 2D system due to the limit of the channel number. 

In order to improve spatial and wavenumber resolutions, sweeping detector PCI (SD-PCI) 

was developed. For SD-PCI, the laser beam was separated into two, and one is aligned into a 

1D detector which has a lot of channels, and a single channel detector into another detector as 

reference. Then, one of them is swept to a perpendicular direction to the 1D detector array 

with constant velocity and by dividing the swept area. Through this way, high-resolution 2D 

image of turbulence is obtained for steady state plasmas. In this study, 16-channels 1D 

detector was used as swept detector, and a center channel of 2D-detector for 2D-PCI as 

reference detector. As a result, 2D picture with 16x16=256 elements was obtained separating 

the swept area into 16. By using this technique, higher spatial and wavenumber resolution 

was realized compared with present 48ch 2D-PCI. In this conference, the detail method of 

SD-PCI and a profile of turbulence will be reported. 
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